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About This Content

New weapons will be added.
NOTE: Added weapons are power-enhanced version of Weapon Pack 1 from SW4.

Select "Receive DLC" at the Shop, and receive a powerful weapon for each of the below characters.

Characters for whom new weapons are available:
Yukimura Sanada, Keiji Maeda, Goemon Ishikawa, Okuni, Kunoichi, Nobunaga Oda, No, Ranmaru Mori, Katsuie Shibata,
Toshiie Maeda, Hisahide Matsunaga, Oichi, Nagamasa Azai, Takatora Todo, Yoshitsugu Otani, Shingen Takeda, Nobuyuki

Sanada, Kenshin Uesugi, Kanetsugu Naoe, Kagekatsu Uesugi, Aya, Kotaro Fuma, Kai, Ujiyasu Hojo, Lady Hayakawa, Hanzo
Hattori, Tadakatsu Honda, Ina, Ieyasu Tokugawa, Naotora Ii, Yoshimoto Imagawa, Munenori Yagyu, Magoichi Saika,

Masamune Date, Kojuro Katakura, Kanbei Kuroda, Hanbei Takenaka, Motonari Mori, Takakage Kobayakawa, Hideyoshi
Toyotomi, Mitsunari Ishida, Sakon Shima, Nene, Kiyomasa Kato, Masanori Fukushima, Ginchiyo Tachibana, Muneshige

Tachibana, Toyohisa Shimazu, Yoshihiro Shimazu, Motochika Chosokabe, Gracia, Mitsuhide Akechi, Koshosho, Kojiro Sasaki,
Musashi Miyamoto, Custom Characters (Sword, Spear, Twin swords, Naginata & Great Sword).

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version
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Title: SW4-II - Weapon Set
Genre: Action
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® Vista, Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1

Processor: Core2 DUO 2.4GHz or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 640*480 pixel over, High Color

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 11 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

English,Japanese
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Part Hidden Object and part price haggling with rednecks and eccentric weirdos and re-selling antiques. It's GATS approved.. I
generally like rhythm games but there is one issue that prevents this to be enjoyable: there is almost no correlation from the
track being played and the drum hits sequence.

There is a reason why the most successful games of the genre release the tracks with the game itself or in DLC packs. The hits
must be manually tailored on the track, or the algorithm that generates them should be exceptionally good.

I should be required to hit the drums when I hear drums in them music and vice-versa. In the current state, you might as well
remove the music altogether.

There are other minor issues that I could live with and could probably be fixed, like the occasional stutter or hitting the drums
by mistake from below when moving the stick from a previous hit.

Given the fairly high price tag, I cannot justify these flaws and I requested my first refund ever.. It's a fun city builder game.
Before I got it, I was afraid it was time based (seeing the bar at the top), that you only had so much time to complete thing.
Fortunately it's not, so you go at your own pace.

The tutorial is good, it teaches you the basics and the rest you get to figure out, partial on your own, partially thru quests.

You play a aspiring god, your goal is to win the approval of the other gods. basically it's mostly construction and not whole lot of
waiting. I tend to get bored with games when there's just too much waiting, fortunately this one doesn't suffer from that.

As the story goes, everytime you gain more favor with Venus, Mars gets more upset and causes fires, which you have to put out.
And then Hera also causes destruction. You get to a point with this that Mars wants 2k and Hera wants 5k every 5 minutes
which is impossible. However after you get past this point, you start earning more money then you can possible spend where as
most of the game you're struggling to make money.

On the downside, you can't rotate your buildings, so you often spend time rearraging your building for the best possible fit. Nor
did I see the option to grow new trees, eventually you run out of trees to chop and have to use mana get wood. Regardless of
how many lumberjack houses you build, you'll only get +5 wood. Other thing I didn't like is you can't stop production on any
buildings so you are force to sell excess stocks.

Found a bug where you're tasked with repairing a damaged build, however you can't find it or there's no building to repair.
There was no floating icon indicating the building needs to be repaired. Spent an hour looking for it until I gave up and it really
didn't seem to impact me any.

When you're in the middle of casting a spell, a popup tends to ovelay and you can't cancel the spell so you end up wasting mana
on a act you don't want to do: once you click you to acknowledge you also cast at the same time.

Your economy tends to fluctuate alot for unknown reasons. All of a sudden food production dips into the negatives no matter
how many of that building you build, then later on it just magically goes into to the positive without building any buildings.

I don't really don't see any replay value in the game once you go thru it. Took me about 5 hours to complete. But i stil lenjoyed
it. I have to say though I don't find many games that deserve a positive review.. This game need more maps! or Workshop!
. I absolutely love this game! I find it really fun and it brings back a lot of nostalgia from years ago. However, there are very bad
background glitches on steam's version of the game. You may not want to get it on steam because of the glitches, but I definitely
recommend this game!. So, this game, is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

It's a multiplayer game and it has literally zero players playing it, with no bots.

But even if it had players, there are certain things that you really want to except from the game that has a ripoff M4 carbine that
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doesn't even have properly aligned iron sights due to a lack of carry handle.

You except it to either shoot burst, or full auto. Well this game's M4 has THREE firemode options.

Semi, single, and auto, in that order.

Semi does what you except it to do, and fires a 3 ROUND BURST.

SINGLE does what you thought it wouldn't do, and fires a singular shot.

And auto will fire a 3 round burst, and fire reguarly after so by holding down M1.

The glock doesn't even put the irons up to your face.

There are more populated, and free roblox shooters, yes, ROBLOX shooters that have an active playerbase, that are much more
worth your time than this thing.

If it was free, it would have an excuse, but at over 8 bucks, i'm gonna put my foot down.. All those 'NOT RECOMMEND'
reviews are from 2016.
Game is still EARLY ACCESS and ALPHA.
This game has a lot of potential. The price has, and will go up.
The gameplay still needs fixing, but as I mentioned, EARLY ACCESS ALPHA.
This game is definitely thumbs up for me.
Pick this up before it goes to $20
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If you are looking for a challenging and realistic strategy game then I recommend TOW 3: Korea. If however your more into
simplistic and fast paced RTS then this may not be the game for you.

What the developers aimed to bring to the public is a well made realistic strategy game which is able to reflect warfare in the
mid 20th century. This game enables players to not only fight in a battlefield conflict but also micromanage your army layout as
you lead either american or north korean forces to victory!

Pros - this game is highly realistic in terms of challenges faced by an army involved in conflict along the Korean peninsula. This
game is not a game where you can charge your platoon of men towards entrenched enemy forces, they will be cut down. this is
not a game where you can send one tank without support into an enemy line and expect it to survive. this game is realistically
brutal and that is how the developers wanted the game to turn out. this is not a game where you can rush the enemy lines without
careful planning and preparation where you consider which units have the High ground, which units are able to see enemy
positions, wether your units will be vulnerable to mortar or arty fire. so ignore any negative reviews that are shorter than 5
sentences.

Graphics- for a game which came out in 2011 the Graphics are fine, they are not top of the line but who cares?

Cons - Micromanagement and understanding what each action does can be complex and you may not realize your making a
mistake when you perform an action. the UI seems to lack an ability to explain what buttons do what and I recommend the
player have a few practice games to fully understand what actions are available before they take part in the Campaigns.

When I mention micromanagement I really do mean micromanagement. during the campaign you can choose how you upgrade
each units experience and even choose which units receives medals. before each conflict you can personalize your armies from a
much larger pool of available forces.

the micromanagement itself isnt the con, rather the large learning curve a player is thrown into. (its a challenge at first but once
you understand what your doing its worth it)

Another Con that I have found is the Victory conditions of a battle

For some conflicts all that is needed is that you place troops in the target town without any nearby enemy units and the battle
will just end. To me I feel like that this is a drawback to the gameplay feel of the game. even if half the enemy forces are still
present and in fighting condition but else where on the map the battle will just end.

To me if the developers had included the feature that these forces who potentially were cut off from their reinforces either
surrender or attempt to fight their way out. rather then the assumed "they just retreated and regrouped with the main battle force
who then left the region"

If you are serious about a realistic strategy game then this is it, I am yet to play multiplayer. but from what i can understand
form playing against the AI it would only be short from epic.

So for my recommendation. if you are a FPS player and only dabble in RTS games then you are probably better off with much
simpler and faster paced games like Company of Heroes. However if your seriously into strategy games and wish to challenge
yourself or your familiar with games such as Hearts of Iron, Wargame, men of war and you have enjoyed them then i seriously
recommend you at least consider looking into purchasing Theatre of War 3: Korea. I have no regrets...... My nostalgia meter is
off the charts right now.. Just like what it says: Getin, get out, get paid.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME! Runs very poorly even on
a built computer, i have had it even set to lowest settings and it is just trash.. Its a very fun card game and well worth the price its
asked but if you feel a little eh about buying a paid mod as i call it theres dozens of board games to choose from on the
workshop but this is a really fun dlc and i love it 9.5\/10 perfect game with friends. Thrown shuriken to cloaker
>right through his head but he not give any \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Try to use ninja move
>cloaker kick me
Get revived and use kunai to fight back
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>cloaker kick me again and puke on me

Cloaker is the real ninja 10\/10
. The little man on the bike you control is a former Motocross champion turned serial bomber/killer who is forced in the
afterlife to ride a bike in order to get all of his limbs painfully broken. You are the executor of his punishment.. Press 1 button
everything dies.... i wish i could play DW3 on PC. The good: A compelling and touching story narrated by Patrick Stewart. The
art style is also nice.
The not so good: While this succeeds as a story-telling device, it's lackluster as a game. The puzzles aren't always compelling,
and many of them feel out of place.

Overall, this was around a 7\/10 for me.
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